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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

I. The Supreme Court reviews any law discriminating on the basis of sex with heightened 

scrutiny, requiring an exceedingly persuasive justification that the discrimination is 

substantially related to achieving an important government objective; and even if 

heightened scrutiny is not required, the Equal Protection Clause requires Courts to reject 

legislation motivated by animus. The NGHSAA created an unprecedented rule barring 

any biological male from participating on any women’s sports team in direct response to 

North Greene High School letting a transgender female swim for the women’s team. 

Does the NGHSAA’s policy violate the Equal Protection Clause? 

II. The Supreme Court has consistently held that states may not interfere with the exercise of 

a fundamental right unless the interference is supported by sufficiently important state 

interests, such as public health or safety, and is narrowly tailored to effectuate only those 

interests.  The NGHSAA’s policy prohibits all transgender female student athletes––

regardless of athletic ability, hormone levels, or stage in transition––from competing on 

the team that aligns with their gender identity under the guise of promoting equal 

opportunity in female athletics.  Does the NGHSAA’s policy violate the Due Process 

Clause? 
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

In the summer before her junior year, Taylor Powell’s dream of competing on her high 

school’s women’s swim team became reality.  (R. at 4.)  The school principal allowed her to try 

out for the women’s swim team in light of Ms. Powell’s conviction in her gender identity and the 

evidence provided from the National Association for Transgender Athletes that there are 

numerous benefits to a transgender student being allowed to compete in accordance with his or 

her gender identity.  (R. at 4.)   

Although Ms. Powell has identified as a girl from a young age, her birth certificate says 

she is a male.  (R. at 4.)  She has lived most of her life in dissonance with her assigned gender, 

and puberty only accelerated Ms. Powell’s struggle into debilitating levels of distress.  (R. at 4.)  

Consequently, Ms. Powell sought help from multiple therapists.  (R. at 4.)  Ms. Powell was 

ultimately diagnosed with gender dysphoria after several evaluations.  (R. at 4.)  Gender 

dysphoria is a condition suffered by many transgender individuals as a result of an incongruence 

between a person’s birth-assigned sex and gender identity that causes persistent, clinically 

significant distress.  (R. at 4.)  To treat gender dysphoria, a medical and scientific consensus 

prescribes living in accordance with one’s gender identity instead of one’s biological sex.  (R. at 

4.)  This treatment has proven effective for Ms. Powell, who experienced her life’s “happiest 

moments” once she started living as a young woman, in alignment with her identity.  (R. at 4.)   

Ms. Powell’s decision to tell her high school about her ongoing transition the summer 

before her junior year was crucial to help further her progress and allay her gender dysphoria.  

(R. at 4.)  Ms. Powell has excelled at swimming throughout her childhood, and swimming is 

nearly as integral to her identity as her gender.  (R. at 4.)  She told her principal that she “ha[s] 

known two things for most of my life: I’m a girl, and I was born to swim.”  (R. at 4.) 
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Ms. Powell’s request helped generate a new school policy to let transgender athletes try 

out for the sports team aligned with their identified gender instead of their assigned sex. (R. at 4.) 

The principal said the school “designed [the new policy] to afford an increasing number of 

transgender students an opportunity to participate in athletics in a manner consistent with their 

gender identity.”  (R. at 4.)  Supported by this inclusive policy, Ms. Powell trained on the 

women’s team during the 2019–20 school year and continued to excel at swimming.  (R. at 5.)  

She went on to win in at least one of her events at the conference meet and qualified for the state 

championship.  (R. at 5.)  

Although Ms. Powell is the only transgender female athlete in North Greene mentioned 

in the record, the North Greene High School Athletic Association (“NGHSAA”) received several 

complaints after the season ended contending that the high school had undermined decades of 

progress toward biologically female athletes’ opportunities by allowing transgender females to 

compete on women’s teams.  (R. at 5.)  After hearing from Ms. Powell, her teammates, and other 

interested parties and reading submissions from several groups on opposing sides, including the 

Association for Transgender Athletes, the NGHSAA announced a new policy governing all 

schools within the NGHSAA, including Ms. Powell’s school.  (R. at 5.)  The Board titled its new 

rule, “The Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes policy.”  (R. at 5.)  

The NGHSAA asserts the policy was premised on “inherent, physiological differences 

between males and females result in different athletic capabilities,” and that “allow[ing] 

biological males to compete against women would put women at an unfair competitive 

disadvantage.”  (R. at 5.)  The policy aims to afford cisgender female athletes “greater 

opportunities to compete on an even playing field with men,” and preserve biologically female 

athletes’ decades of significant gains.  (R. at 5.)  The policy states: 
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(1) Interscholastic and intramural club athletic teams or sports that are sponsored by a 
public primary or secondary school or institution whose students or teams compete in 
the North Greene High School Athletic Association shall be expressly designated as 
one (1) of the following based on biological sex: (a) Males, men, or boys; (b) 
Females, women, or girls; or (c) Coed or mixed.” 
 

(2) Athletic teams or sports designated for females, women, or girls shall not be open to 
students who are biologically male. 
 

(R. at 5.)  This rule effectively prohibited Ms. Powell from trying out for the women’s swim 

team for her senior year.  (R. at 6.)  In response, Ms. Powell claimed the NGHSAA had violated 

her right to Equal Protection and Due Process under the U.S. Constitution’s Fourteenth 

Amendment.  (R. at 6.) 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On March 15, 2020, Taylor Powell filed a complaint in the U.S. District Court for the 

Eastern District of North Greene against the NGHSAA, alleging the policy violates the Equal 

Protection Clause and the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.  (R. at 6.)  Ms. 

Powell requested a declaratory judgment as well as both preliminary and permanent injunctions 

to prevent enforcement of the NGHSSA’s policy that prohibits transgender female athletes from 

participating on the athletic teams aligned to their gender identity.  (R. at 2.)  In response, 

NGHSAA filed a motion for summary judgment.  (R. at 2.) 

On June 1, 2020, the District Court granted summary judgment for Ms. Powell.  (R. at 2.)  

It held the policy violated both the Equal Protection Clause and the Due Process Clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment.  (R. at 3.)  The NGHSAA appealed the District Court’s denial of its 

motion for summary judgment and grant of summary judgment for Ms. Powell to the U.S. Courts 

of Appeals for the Fourteenth Circuit.  (R. at 2.)  The Fourteenth Circuit reversed the District 

Court’s decision.  (R. at 13.)  Ms. Powell subsequently filed a petition for a Writ of Certiorari 

with the U.S. Supreme Court, which the Court granted.  (R. at 19.)   
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

I. The District Court properly concluded that the NGHSAA’s policy does not pass 

heightened scrutiny, and thus violates the Equal Protection Clause. Under Craig, Hogan, 

and Virginia, any sex-based classification is quasi-suspect and subjected to heightened 

scrutiny. The NGHSAA’s Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes policy clearly creates 

sex-based classifications which exclude transgender females like Ms. Powell. The policy 

must withstand heightened scrutiny, so the NGHSAA must provide an exceedingly 

persuasive justification that its classifications are substantially related to achievement of 

important government objectives. The NGHSAA cannot meet this burden. The 

association’s proffered reason for the policy, affording biologically female athletes 

“greater opportunities to compete on an even playing field with men” may be an 

important government objective, but as in Hogan its classification relies on unlawfully 

fixed notions concerning the roles and abilities of males and females. Furthermore, the 

policy’s legislative history, text and effect demonstrate an animus under Windsor and 

Romer – the NGHSAA diverted from its usual deference to high schools to withdraw a 

privilege from a politically unpopular class, transgender females, evidencing animus.  

This court’s jurisprudence regarding animus requires such laws to be struck down on 

Equal Protection grounds. Thus, the NGHSAA’s new policy must be struck down. 

II. The District Court properly concluded that the NGHSAA’s policy violates the Due 

Process Clause.  Under Obergefell and Casey, individuals have a fundamental right to 

define and express their identity.  Accordingly, transgender female athletes have a 

fundamental freedom to define and live in accordance with their gender identity.  As 

stated in Roe and over a dozen other due process cases, the state may not interfere with 
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the exercise of a fundamental right unless the interference is supported by sufficiently 

important state interests and is closely tailored to effectuate only those interests.  When 

the NGHSAA’s policy deprived transgender female athletes of the opportunity to 

participate on women’s athletic teams, it infringed upon the fundamental right of gender 

autonomy.  The NGHSAA asserts that the purpose of the policy is to promote athletic 

opportunity for cisgender female athletes.  Unlike the compelling interest in public health 

and safety recognized in Roe, the interest in athletic opportunity is not compelling.  

Moreover, this policy is not narrowly tailored to effectuate those interests as it is both 

overinclusive and underinclusive.  Like the statute at issue in Zablocki, the NGHSSA’s 

policy is both underinclusive and overinclusive.  It is underinclusive because it does not 

alleviate the primary variables that obstruct athletic opportunities for cisgender women––

in fact, the policy validates the condescending generalization that women are inherently 

athletically inferior to men.  Additionally, the policy is overinclusive because transgender 

athletes will vary in athletic ability just as cisgender athletes do; many transgender 

athletes will not pose an unfair advantage to the majority of cisgender female athletes.  

Therefore, the Court should reverse the Fourteenth Circuit’s decision because this policy 

violates Petitioner’s due process right. 

ARGUMENT 

I. THIS COURT SHOULD REVERSE THE FOURTEENTH CIRCUIT’S DECISION 
BECAUSE  THE NGHSAA POLICY DISCRIMINATES ON THE BASIS OF SEX 
WITHOUT AN EXCEEDINGLY PERSUASIVE JUSTIFICATION AND FROM 
AN ANIMUS 
 
The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment promises that no State 

shall “deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”  U.S. 

Const. amend. XIV, § 1; see also City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 
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439 (1985) (calling the Equal Protection Clause “a direction that all persons similarly 

situated should be treated alike”).  Any rule that specially impacts “less than all the 

persons subject to its jurisdiction” raises an Equal Protection question.  New York City 

Transit Auth. v. Beazer, 440 U.S. 568, 587–88, 99 (1979).  Subjecting that rule to judicial 

review “protects against intentional and arbitrary discrimination.”  Whitaker By Whitaker 

v. Kenosha Unified Sch. Dist. No. 1 Bd. of Educ., 858 F.3d 1034, 1050 (7th Cir. 2017). 

This Court has long considered sex-based classifications to be quasi-suspect and 

subjected them to heightened scrutiny.  See, e.g., Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 197 

(1976); J.E.B. v. Alabama ex rel. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 135, 137 (1994).  Heightened 

scrutiny demands the State demonstrate an “exceedingly persuasive” justification for its 

classification.  United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 531, 533 (1996).  The 

classification “must serve important governmental objectives and must be substantially 

related to achievement of those objectives.”  Craig, 429 U.S. at 197.  This test “must be 

applied free of fixed notions concerning the roles and abilities of males and females.”  

Mississippi Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718, 725 (1982). 

This Court recognizes that “[p]hysical differences between men and women … are 

enduring.”  Virginia, 518 U.S. at 533.  When statutes involve childbirth, this Court has 

affirmed physical differences justify treating females and males differently.  See, e.g., 

Tuan Anh Nguyen v. INS, 533 U.S. 53, 55 (2001) (“There is nothing irrational or 

improper in recognizing that at the moment of birth ... the mother’s knowledge of … 

parenthood have been established in a way not guaranteed in the case of the unwed 
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father”);  Michael M. v. Superior Court of Sonoma Cty., 450 U.S. 464, 473 (1981) 

(plurality opinion).  However, if the policy’s “objective is to exclude or ‘protect’ 

members of one gender because they are presumed to suffer from an inherent handicap or 

to be innately inferior, the objective itself is illegitimate.”  Force by Force v. Pierce City 

R-VI Sch. Dist., 570 F. Supp. 1020, 1024 (W.D. Mo. 1983) (citing Frontiero v. 

Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 684–685 (1973) (plurality opinion)).  

If a policy does not discriminate based on sex, gender or any class the Court 

considers suspect, the policy “must be rationally related to a legitimate governmental 

purpose.”  Cleburne, 473 U.S. at 446.  Where heightened scrutiny review “limits the 

realm of justification to demonstrable reality,” a rational basis review “permits a court to 

hypothesize interests that might support legislative distinctions.”  Nguyen, 533 U.S. at 77 

(O'Connor, J., dissenting).  To demonstrate a lack of rational basis, “the burden is upon 

the challenging party to negative any reasonably conceivable state of facts that could 

provide a rational basis for the classification.”  Bd. of Trustees of Univ. of Alabama v. 

Garrett, 531 U.S. 356, 367 (2001) (internal quotes omitted).  

However, animus – a legislative motive to exclude a particular group – is never a 

legitimate government purpose.  See Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 634 (1996) 

(enjoining enforcement of a Colorado Constitutional amendment that would have 

nullified any protections created for homosexual persons).  When a plaintiff presents a 

colorable claim of animus, the Court searches for signs that the law is “as a structural 

matter, aberrational in a way that advantages some and disadvantages others.”  Bishop v. 

Smith, 760 F.3d 1070, 1100 (10th Cir. 2014) (Holmes, J., concurring) (emphasis in the 
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original).  If the legislative history shows a governing body acted from “fear [of a 

disfavored group] unsubstantiated by factors which are properly cognizable,” the law 

fails.  Cleburne, 473 U.S. at 448.  If the law “stray[s] from the historical territory of the 

lawmaking sovereign just to eliminate privileges that a group would otherwise 

receive…the law fails.”  Bishop, 760 F.3d at 1100, 1103 (Holmes, J., concurring);  see 

also United States v. Windsor, 570 U.S. 744, 771 (2013).  

Respondent NGHSAA’s Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes policy (“the 

policy”) discriminates on the basis of sex and should therefore be subjected to heightened 

scrutiny.  Under heightened scrutiny, the NGHSAA cannot meet its demanding burden.  

Though the policy purportedly aims at an important government objective, discriminating 

against transgender women cannot substantially relate to that objective within the realm 

of demonstrable reality.  This policy fails even if reviewed under rational basis scrutiny 

since the fact show it was created from an animus against transgender women.  This 

Court should therefore reverse respondent’s motion for summary judgement and grant 

petitioner’s motion for summary judgement, because there is no question of material fact 

that the NGHSAA denied Ms. Powell equal protection of the laws. 

A. The Fair Opportunity For Women Athletes Policy Discriminates On The Basis Of 
Sex Without Substantially Relating To Its Objective 

 
By its very terms, the Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes Policy discriminates 

on the basis of sex: it explicitly states it is premised on “inherent, physiological 

differences between males and females,” aims to afford biologically female athletes 

“greater opportunities to compete on an even playing field with men,” classifies teams 
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based on sex, and specifically forbids biologically male students from joining “[a]thletic 

teams or sports designated for females, women or girls.” (R. at 5.)  Because the policy 

discriminates on the basis of sex, this policy should be reviewed under heightened 

scrutiny.  J.E.B. v. Alabama ex rel. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 135, 137 (1994). Furthermore, this 

Court has recently held that “it is impossible to discriminate against a person for being … 

transgender without discriminating against that individual based on sex … transgender 

status is inextricably bound up with sex.” Bostock v. Clayton Cty., Georgia, 590 U.S. __, 

140 S. Ct. 1731, 1741 (2020). Discriminating against Ms. Powell’s transgender status is 

discrimination on the basis of sex. 

This Court has recognized physical distinctions between males and females, often 

physical characteristics inexorable from their biological sex. See Michael M., 450 U.S. at 

476 (plurality opinion); Nguyen, 533 U.S. 53.  The lower courts however more frequently 

analyze cases like the one at bar, wherein plaintiffs seek participation on the opposite 

biological sex’s sports team. See, e.g. Brenden v. Independent School District 742, 477 

F.2d 1292 (8th Cir.1973) (holding schools could not prohibit girls from playing on a 

boys' team in non-contact sports); O'Conner v. Board of Education, 645 F.2d 578 (7th 

Cir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 1084 (1981) (denying young woman participation on a boys' 

basketball team when “separate but equal” teams were provided for boys and girls).  In 

Clark, By & Through Clark v. Arizona Interscholastic Ass'n, the Ninth Circuit denied 

males positions on a female volleyball team, concerned that the “average physiological 

differences” would lead to males displacing females and diminish female opportunities. 

695 F.2d 1126, 1131–32 (9th Cir. 1982). That court held barring males from the female 
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team substantially related to “redressing past discrimination and providing equal 

opportunities for women,” an important government interest. Id at 1131. 

This case is distinguishable from Clark, because the NGHSAA could lift its ban 

on transgender women like Ms. Powell without significantly displacing cisgender 

females. While this court may presume approximately 50% of high school-aged students 

are biological males, only 0.7% of high school-aged students in the U.S. identify as 

transgender – a mere 150,000 students spread throughout the country.  JODY L. HERMAN 

ET AL., AGE OF INDIVIDUALS WHO IDENTIFY AS TRANSGENDER IN THE UNITED STATES 2 

(2017). Of that small, diffuse population, only a fraction are transgender women, only a 

fraction of the transgender women live in accordance with their gender identity, and only 

a fraction of the transgender women living in accordance with their gender identity would 

have any interest in high school sports. Since Ms. Powell is the only transgender athlete 

in North Greene mentioned in the record, it is unclear how this tiny fraction would 

significantly displace cisgender females.  Unlike the large population of cisgender males 

in Clark, transgender women are too few to pose a threat to cisgender females’ 

opportunities.  

Furthermore, this policy relies on “fixed notions concerning the roles and abilities 

of males and females.”  Mississippi Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718, 725 

(1982). In Hogan, the Mississippi University for Women proffered an affirmative action 

justification for its policy excluding a biological males from its education, just as 

NGHSAA proffers an affirmative action justification for excluding Ms. Powell. 

However, this Court found that this proffered reason was a pretext; in fact, the school 
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wanted to maintain sex stereotypes. Here, the policy equally relies on fixed notions 

regarding female athlete’s abilities to compete against like-abled male peers.  

 

B. The Fair Opportunity For Women Athletes Policy Discriminates From An 

Animus, And Thus Cannot Withstand A Rational Basis Review. 

In United States v. Windsor, this Court struck down a definitional provision within 

Congress’ Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) that “interfer[ed] with the equal dignity of 

same-sex marriages…conferred by the States.” 570 U.S. 744, 770 (2013).  Congress 

deviated from its usual practice - deferring to each State’s marriage definition - and 

provided a new federal definition to exclude same-sex couples. United States v. Windsor, 

570 U.S. 744, 770 (2013). The deviation from usual practice alone provided this Court 

“strong evidence of a law having the purpose and effect of disapproval of that class.”  

United States v. Windsor, 570 U.S. 744, 770 (2013).  After examining DOMA’s 

legislative history, text and effect this court concluded Congress meant to interfere with 

each State’s decisions to assign same-sex marriages dignity. United States v. Windsor, 

570 U.S. 744, 770 (2013).  

Though this Court did not recognize sexual orientation as a suspect or quasi-

suspect class, it struck down the DOMA provision on Equal Protection grounds because 

it was “motivated by an improper animus.”  United States v. Windsor, 570 U.S. 744, 770 

(2013). Notably, this Court concluded that “no legitimate purpose overcomes the purpose 

and effect to disparage … those whom the State … sought to protect in personhood and 
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dignity.” United States v. Windsor, 570 U.S. 744, 775 (2013); see also Romer v. Evans, 

517 U.S. 620, 627 (1996) (striking a Colorado Constitutional amendment on similar 

Equal Protection grounds in part because the amendment withdrew legal protections 

homosexuals had recently received, demonstrating an animus); Perry v. Brown, 671 F.3d 

1052, 1079–80 (9th Cir. 2012), vacated on other grounds sub nom. Hollingsworth v. 

Perry, 570 U.S. 693 (2013) (“Withdrawing from a disfavored group the right to obtain a 

designation with significant societal consequences is different from declining to extend 

that designation in the first place, regardless of whether the right was withdrawn after a 

week, a year, or a decade.”). 

Ms. Powell’s case closely parallels Windsor and Romer, albeit at a much smaller 

scale. Here, Ms. Powell’s school created a new policy “to afford an increasing number of 

transgender students an opportunity to participate in athletics in a manner consistent with 

their gender identity.” (R. at 4.) Just as in Windsor and Romer, Ms. Powell’s local 

governing body recognized her and granted her dignity equal to her cisgender peers. But 

the NGHSAA stepped in, just as the federal legislature had in Windsor and the Colorado 

legislature had in Romer. (R. at 5.) Though the governing body had never before made a 

rule addressing gender participation and had at least tacitly allowed North Greene High 

School to set its own policies regarding transgender athletic participation, it deviated 

from its usual practice to withdraw a conferred right from transgender women. As in 

Windsor, this deviation provides strong evidence of an animus; as in Romer, the 

withdrawal constituted an Equal Protection violation. 
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Furthermore, following this Court’s attention in Windsor to the legislative history, 

text and effect of the NGHSAA’s new policy yields similar proofs of animus. The 

NGHSAA Board was “[s]purred by complaints” from parties who stood to gain if Ms. 

Powell stopped swimming; not surprisingly, the NGHSAA’s new rule excluded Ms. 

Powell. (R. at 5.) The Board dubbed its new rule – made to exclude transgender women 

athletes – “The Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes policy.” (R. at 5.) (emphasis added) 

The Board made clear that “allow[ing] biological males to compete against women would 

put women at an unfair … disadvantage.” (R. at 5.) (emphasis added) The Board chose to 

write “biological males” and “women” as mutually exclusive, despite hearing from the 

National Association of Transgender Athletes (R. at 5.) and Ms. Powell, who is both 

biologically male and a young woman. (R. at 4.) The Board continued to exclude students 

like Ms. Powell by requiring that all teams be “expressly designate[d]”  as “[m]ales, men 

or boys,” “[f]emales, women or girls,” or “[c]oed or mixed,” but basing those gendered 

distinctions on biological sex.  (R. at 5.) In effect, this meant students already struggling 

with gender dysphoria had to choose between denying their gender or their sex. 

Transgender women were not given any choice; the rule barred transgender women from 

joining “females, women or girls” teams. (R. at 5.) Just as Congress unconstitutionally 

defined marriage to exclude homosexuals in Windsor, here the NGHSAA 

unconstitutionally defined its sports teams to exclude transgender women. 

In City of Cleburne, Texas v. Cleburne Living Center, this Court invalidated the 

city’s rule that a home for persons with mental disabilities needed a special permit, 

holding that the permit requirement evidenced “an irrational prejudice” against those with 
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mental disabilities. City of Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 450 

(1985). The Court did not recognize persons with mental disabilities as a quasi-suspect 

class, but recognized they “as a group are indeed different” from other potential 

homeowners. City of Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 446, 448 

(1985). The court’s analysis turned on that difference being “largely irrelevant unless the 

… home … would threaten legitimate interests of the city in a way other permitted uses 

such as boarding houses and hospitals would not.” City of Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne 

Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 448 (1985). The city raised concerns about avoiding 

population concentration, fire hazards, serenity of the neighborhood, and avoiding 

danger, but the Court pointed out that those concerns remained the same for apartment 

houses, fraternity houses, or hospitals, none of which required a special permit. City of 

Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 450 (1985). The city raised “the 

negative attitude” and “fear” of most property owners near the home, but the Court 

dismissed these as “not permissible bases for treating a home … differently.” City of 

Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 448 (1985). The Court accordingly 

invalidated the rule. City of Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 450 

(1985). 

The NGHSAA’s objections are akin to those raised by the City of Cleburne. The 

NGHSAA claims that because biological males and cisgender females have “inherent, 

physiological differences” and thus “different athletic capabilities,” preventing biological 

males from competing with cisgender females creates “greater opportunities [for females] 

to compete on an even playing field with men.” (R. at 5.) The NGHSAA posits legitimate 
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objectives that, like in Cleburne, do not comport with their means to achieve them. Based 

on the NGHSAA’s concerns, it is not clear why cisgender females whose inherent, 

physiological differences put them ahead of other cisgender females by ten-second 

margins should not also be excluded on the same grounds as transgender women. (R. at 

20.)  

 
 
II. THIS COURT SHOULD REVERSE THE FOURTEENTH CIRCUIT’S DECISION 

BECAUSE THE NGHSAA’S POLICY INTERFERES WITH A FUNDAMENTAL 
RIGHT TO GENDER AUTONOMY, AND THE NGHSAA HAS NOT JUSTIFIED 
THIS INTERFERENCE WITH A COMPELLING STATE INTEREST 
 
The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment states that no “state [shall] 

deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”  U.S. Const. amend. 

XIV; see Obergefell v. Hodges, 576 U.S. 644, 663 (2015) (concluding that states may not 

deprive same-sex couples of the right to marry under the Due Process Clause).  The Due Process 

Clause and the Equal Protection Clause are thoroughly connected, but they are not synonymous.  

Id. at 672.  In many cases, the Court has invoked both the principles of liberty and equality to 

invalidate unconstitutional state actions.  See Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 87 (1967) 

(invalidating Virginia’s law against interracial marriage on the grounds that it violated both 

Equal Protection Clause by discriminating on the basis of race and the Due Process Clause by 

depriving couples of the fundamental freedom to marry).  For the reasons above, the NGHSAA’s 

policy (“Policy”) offends the equal dignity of transgender students.  See supra Part I.  The Due 

Process Clause, like the Equal Protection Clause, prohibits this unwarranted government 

interference of the fundamental right to gender autonomy.  See Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 672 

(“This interrelation of the two principles furthers our understanding of what freedom is and must 

become.”). 
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Under the Due Process Clause, the government must provide an adequate justification for 

any action that interferes with an individual’s life, liberty, or property.  See, e.g., Lawrence v. 

Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 577–78 (2003) (holding that a Texas statute criminalizing homosexual 

sodomy violated the Due Process Clause because the state furthered “no legitimate state interest 

to justify its intrusion into the personal and private life.”).  The Supreme Court has applied a 

substantive due process analysis where a state actor deprives a person of a liberty interest 

protected by the Constitution without an interest that is proportionally justified.  See, e.g., Pierce 

v. Soc’y of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 535 (1925) (proclaiming the right to direct the upbringing of 

children is a fundamental right and is subject to strict scrutiny).  The protection of the Due 

Process Clause extends beyond enumerated constitutional rights.  Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 

U.S. 479, 485 (1965).   

Simply put, a plaintiff establishes a substantive due process claim if he or she can show 

that there has been a deprivation of a life, liberty, or property interest by the state without 

adequate justification.  Erwin Chemerinsky, Substantive Due Process, 15 TOURO L. R. 1501, 

1527 (1998).  The Court will determine whether the deprivation affects a fundamental right, and 

if so, the government may not infringe on that right “unless the infringement is narrowly tailored 

to serve a compelling state interest.”  Reno v. Flores, 507 U.S. 292, 302 (1993).  If the 

deprivation affects a non-fundamental right, the Court will apply a rational basis standard of 

review.  Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 600.   

The Policy affects high school students, who are mostly minors.  (R. at 5.)  This does not 

weaken Petitioner’s claim, as the Due Process Clause applies with equal force to minors as it 

does to adults.  Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565, 574 (1975) (holding the Due Process Clause 

“forbids arbitrary deprivations of liberty” by school administrators who suspended students 
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without due process).  The Policy violates Ms. Powell’s due process rights because it 

substantially interferes with her fundamental right to gender autonomy and cannot be justified by 

a compelling state interest.  This Court should therefore reverse the Fourteenth Circuit’s 

decision. 

A. Ms. Powell’s Right To Gender Autonomy is a Fundamental Liberty Interest, 
And A Policy That Deprives Her Of The Opportunity To Live In Accordance 
With Her Gender Identity Is A Serious Intrusion Upon This Right 

The liberty interest at stake in this case is the fundamental right of autonomy––

specifically, the autonomy to define one’s gender identity and fully engage in the opportunities 

afforded to others of that gender without government interference.  See Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 

663 (“The fundamental liberties protected by this Clause . . . extend to certain personal choices 

central to individual dignity and autonomy, including intimate choices that define personal 

identity and beliefs.”).  Although this policy does not prevent Ms. Powell from identifying as a 

female, it effectively precludes her from expressing her gender identity.  (R. at 5.)  A transgender 

student who identifies as female, whose gender identity is often the cause of severe distress and 

ridicule, cannot realistically live in accordance with that identity if she is forced to compete as 

one of the boys.  (R. at 5.)  This is particularly true for Ms. Powell as swimming is nearly as 

integral to her identity as her gender.  (R. at 4.)  This deprivation is a serious intrusion upon her 

right to gender autonomy.   

The Court has not yet spoken on a right to gender autonomy.  This does not preclude such 

a right from being protected by the Due Process Clause, however, as such a right is consistent 

with decades of Supreme Court precedent that affirm the “ability to independently define one’s 

identity is central to any concept of liberty.”  Roberts v. Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609, 619 (1984).  The 

Due Process Clause extends beyond rights enumerated in the Constitution to personal choices 

relating to identity and beliefs.  See Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 681 (declaring that same-sex couples 
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are entitled to exercise the fundamental right to marry); see also West Virginia State Bd. of Ed.v. 

Barnette, 219 U.S. 624, 634 (1943) (holding that the government may not compel individuals to 

conform to a requirement to salute the flag if they do not believe in doing so under due process).  

Moreover, the “outer limits of [due process protection] have not been marked by the Court.”  

Carey v. Population Services International, 431 U.S. 678, 684 (1977).   

When faced with a substantive due process claim involving an interest not enumerated in 

the Constitution, the Court has stated that “specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights have 

penumbras.”  Griswold, 381 U.S. at 484.  The penumbras of these rights create “zones of 

privacy” in which the government may not interfere.  Id.; see also Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 

438, 446–54 (1972) (holding that an individual has a right “to be free from unwarranted 

governmental intrusion into matters” that are inherently personal, such as the use of 

contraceptives).  Accordingly, the Court has analyzed these cases on a “rational continuum” to 

determine if the government has encroached upon “a realm of personal liberty,” or a zone of 

privacy, in violation of due process.  Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Penn. v. Casey, 505 

U.S. 833, 847–48 (1992) (citations omitted).   

Part of this analysis involves a determination of whether the right at issue is fundamental, 

and thus entitled to the highest level of protection from encroachment.  Michael H. v. Gerald D., 

491 U.S. 110, 122 (1989) (declining to find that a man claiming to be the biological father of a 

child has a fundamental right to obtain parental rights).  The identification of a right as 

fundamental is not governed by a bright-line test––the Court must exercise a “reasoned judgment 

in identifying interests of the person so fundamental that the State must accord them its respect.”  

Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 645; see also Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 542 (1961) (Harlan J., 

dissenting) (“Due process has not been reduced to any formula.”).  This process is guided by an 
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examination of history and tradition, precedent, and contemporary societal values and needs.  

See, e.g., Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 663–64.  The Court has recognized a variety of liberty interests 

as fundamental, including the right to marry (Loving, 388 U.S. at 12) and the right to control the 

upbringing of one’s child (Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923)).  Designating gender 

autonomy as a fundamental right is consistent with the reasoning set forth in those cases. 

In Obergefell, Justice Kennedy opined on the role history and tradition should play in the 

determination of whether a right is fundamental.  576 U.S. at 664.  Importantly, he stated that 

“history and tradition guide and discipline this inquiry but do not set its outer boundaries.”  Id.  

The Petitioners argued that “a fundamental right does not belong exclusively to those who have 

historically enjoyed it.”  Brief for Petitioner at 12, Obergefell v. Hodges, 576 U.S. 644 (2007) 

(No. 14-556).  The principles and traditions discussed in Obergefell are informative as to 

whether the right to gender autonomy is similarly rooted in the country’s history and tradition as 

marriage.  See 576 U.S. at 665.  The first of these principles is the concept of individual 

autonomy.  Id.  This principle is interlocked with the concept of personal dignity in profound 

personal choices.  Id. at 666.   

This first principle is clearly applicable to the question of whether gender autonomy is a 

fundamental right.  Just as Loving recognized that the freedom to marry is “essential to the 

orderly pursuit of happiness by free men . . . fundamental to our very existence and survival,” 

this Court should recognize that transgender persons should be able to pursue their own 

happiness in ways that are crucial to their mental and emotional well-being.  388 U.S. at 12.  The 

pursuit of happiness is nearly impossible by the “debilitating levels of distress” resulting from 

living in dissonance with one’s gender identity.  (R. at 4.)  For many transgender students like 

Ms. Powell who are diagnosed with gender dysphoria, the most effective medical treatment is the 
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ability to live in accordance with one’s gender identity.  (R. at 4.)  Thus, the same principles that 

firmly establish the right to marry as fundamental are consistent with the right to gender 

autonomy. 

Regarding the second component of the fundamental or non-fundamental rights 

framework, the right to gender autonomy falls neatly within the penumbra of privacy that has 

already been established by the Court’s precedent.  Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 663–64.  In 

Obergefell, this Court confirmed the right to marry is fundamental notwithstanding the gender of 

the two persons entering into the marriage.  Id.  In holding that the government may not interfere 

with the choice to marry someone of the same or opposite gender, the Court implicitly protected 

the right of gender autonomy.  Id.  Thus, Ms. Powell does not ask the Court to dramatically 

expand the scope of fundamental rights to privacy; the notion that the right to gender autonomy 

is fundamental is implicit in the outcome of Obergefell.   

As to the third component of the fundamental or non-fundamental analysis, the Court will 

consider “new insights and societal understandings.”  Id. at 673.  In Obergefell, the Court 

acknowledged that “only in more recent years have psychiatrists and others recognized that 

sexual orientation is both a normal expression of human sexuality and immutable.”  Id. at 661.  

Similarly, many people are beginning to recognize that “being transgender is natural and is not a 

choice.”  Grimm v. Gloucester Cty. Sch. Bd., No. 19-1952, 2020 WL 5034430, at *2 (4th Cir. 

Aug. 26, 2020).  The immutable nature of being transgender further legitimizes the right of 

gender autonomy because it emphasizes the need for Constitutional protection from 

discrimination in expressing one’s identity.  See Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 658 (reasoning that the 

immutable nature of sexual orientation implies same-sex marriage is the only path to partaking in 

this right).   
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“The dynamic of our Constitutional System is that individuals need not await legislative 

action before asserting a fundamental right.”  Id. at 676.  Currently, eighteen states and 

Washington D.C. allow transgender female athletes to compete on female athletic teams without 

restrictions.1  Transgender students in non-inclusive states do not have time to wait on the 

legislature––they will likely graduate before favorable change occurs through the legislative 

process.  See id.  To deprive transgender students of the full right to gender autonomy in these 

formative adolescent years would be against the spirit of the Fourteenth Amendment.  “One’s 

right to life, liberty . . . and other fundamental rights may not be submitted to a vote; they depend 

on the outcome of no elections.”  Barnette, 319 U.S. at 624 (applying the due process clause to 

hold a West Virginia statute that required all students to salute to the flag or face expulsion for 

“insubordination” was a violation of the fundamental right to personal choice of belief).  

The Policy prohibits transgender female athletes from competing on the athletic team 

aligned to their gender identity.  (R. at 5.)  This exclusion undermines the dignity of these 

persons and is a meaningful interference with the exercise of the right to gender autonomy.  Such 

an interference upon this fundamental freedom cannot be tolerated by the Constitution and 

warrants the highest standard of review from this Court. 

B. NGHSAA’s Policy Is Not Sufficiently Tailored to Meet a Compelling State 
Interest Because The Ban At Best Serves An Important Interest, And It Is 
Both Underinclusive and Overinclusive 

Respondent has failed to meet its burden of showing that the Policy is supported by a 

compelling state interest and is narrowly tailored to that interest.  Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 

374, 388 (1978) (“When a statutory classification significantly interferes with the exercise of a 

 
1 The Battle Over Trans Athletes in American Schools Heats Up, THE ECONOMIST, 
https://www.economist.com/united-states/2020/09/05/the-battle-over-trans-athletes-in-american-
schools-heats-up (Sept. 5, 2020). 
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fundamental right, it cannot be upheld unless it is supported by sufficiently important state 

interests and is closely tailored to effectuate only those interests."). The burden for proving that a 

state interest is compelling is difficult to meet.  See Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 163 (1973) 

(holding that the State’s interest in protecting prenatal life and the health and safety of pregnant 

mothers does not become compelling until the point of viability because there is a right of 

privacy in the medical decision to perform an abortion).   

Respondent asserts that the purpose of the Policy is to “afford [biological female athletes] 

greater opportunities to compete on an even playing field with men.”  (R. at 5.)  Such a purpose 

does not correlate to public health or safety, which are the two categories encompassed by a 

state’s police powers and would be most likely to justify a compelling interest.  See Roe, 410 

U.S. at 155 (“[A]t some point the state interests as to the protection of health, medical standards, 

and prenatal life become dominant.”); Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 537 (1942) 

(discussing the extent of states’ police powers).  At best, this purpose could be interpreted as an 

“important governmental interest” to promote athletic opportunity for cisgender female athletes.  

See Clark v. Arizona Interscholastic Ass’n, 695 F.2d 1126, 1131 (9th Cir. 1982) (holding that 

there is an important government interest in promoting athletic equality between males and 

females).  Even interpreting the Policy in a light most favorable to Respondent as the non-

moving party, this ban cannot be said to further a compelling state interest.  See, e.g., Regents of 

Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 309 (1978) (finding that although the State may have a 

substantial interest in ameliorating the effects of discrimination, it had no compelling interest to 

infringe upon the rights of other citizens who were harmed by the policy). 

Even if the Court finds that the Policy advances a compelling state interest, Respondent has 

not and cannot establish that the Policy is narrowly tailored.  See Williams-Yulee v. Florida Bar, 
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575 U.S. 433, 479 (2015) (Alito J., dissenting) (“[T]his rule is about as narrowly tailored as a 

burlap bag.”).  In order to be narrowly tailored, the policy must be necessary and the least 

restrictive means to further the government’s stated interest.  Ward v. Rock Against Racism, 491 

U.S. 781, 798 (1989).  The Court will invalidate a policy that is overinclusive or too restrictive.  

Compare Bellotti v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622, 633 (1979) (finding that although Massachusetts had a 

compelling interest in protecting minors, a statute permitting parents to have an absolute veto to 

prevent a minor from obtaining an abortion was too restrictive to satisfy strict scrutiny), with 

H.L. v. Matheson, 450 U.S. 398, 413 (1981) (concluding that Utah has a compelling interest in 

protecting minors, and a statute requiring parental notice that was limited to immature and 

unemancipated minors was reasonably narrowed to further that interest).   

The policy at issue here is more similar to the statute in Bellotti than the statute in Matheson.  

Like the statute in Belloti, which imposed a universal restriction on all females, Respondent’s 

Policy prohibits all transgender females––regardless of their athletic ability, hormone levels, or 

stage in transition––from competing in alignment with their gender identity.  (R. at 5.)  In 

contrast, the statute in Matheson was narrowly tailored to protect a vulnerable subset of female 

minors, and the parental notice requirement, unlike an absolute parental veto, did not unduly 

burden the right to seek an abortion.  The Policy is distinguishable from the statute in Matheson 

because an absolute prohibition of all female transgender athletes across all athletic teams is 

overinclusive and imposes an undue burden on the exercise of gender autonomy.  

The Court concluded in Zablocki that a Wisconsin statute with the “legitimate and 

substantial” purpose of protecting the welfare of out-of-custody children was unconstitutional 

because the means chosen for achieving that state interest “unnecessarily impinge[d] on the right 

to marry.”  434 U.S. at 388.  The statute at issue in that case prohibited “persons with support 
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obligations to children from prior marriages” to receive counseling before they could legally 

marry.  Id.  The Court reasoned that the statute was underinclusive to achieve the purpose of 

supporting out-of-custody children because it does not address other financial variables that are 

just as likely to prevent child support payments other than marriage.  Id. at 390.  Additionally, 

the statute was overinclusive because in many cases marriage would improve a parent’s financial 

position where the new spouse could contribute income to these payments.  Id.  Thus, the 

infringement upon an individual’s fundamental freedom to marry could not be justified by the 

state’s claimed interest.  Id.    

Respondent’s policy is analogous to the unconstitutional statute at issue in Zablocki.  Like 

the statute in Zablocki, which was underinclusive because it did not address other financial 

variables that would prevent child support payments, Respondent’s policy is underinclusive 

because it does not address the primary variables that infringe upon female opportunities in 

athletics.  (R. at 5.)  The Policy addresses only a perceived threat that transgender women will 

pose to the opportunities of cisgender women in athletics; transgender persons represent 0.6% of 

the total United States population, and the record mentions only one transgender student in the 

entire state of North Greene who has demonstrated exceptional athletic talent in female sports.  

Grimm, 2020 WL 5034430, at *2; (R. at 4–5).  There are significant variables that impede 

opportunity for cisgender female athletes––the pervasive belief that females are biologically 

inferior, and therefore athletically inferior, to men is one of them.  The Policy reinforces that 

belief to the detriment of cisgender women because it implies a minimal number of transgender 

female athletes will “undermine[] the progress made with regard to female athletes over the past 

several decades.”  (R. at 5.)  Thus, this policy is underinclusive and counterproductive to the 

interest it claims to serve. 
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Additionally, like the policy in Zablocki, which was overinclusive because it prevented 

individuals from improving their ability to pay child support through the financial benefits of a 

marriage, Respondent’s policy is overinclusive because it excludes transgender female athletes 

who have below average or average athletic ability compared to cisgender females.  (R. at 5.)  

Transgender and cisgender athletes alike will vary in athletic ability.  To illustrate this point, in 

the past decade, only the top three and top four biological males in the entire country had a faster 

time than the fastest cisgender female athlete in the 200-yard Individual Medley and 100-yard 

butterfly, respectively.  (R. at 20.)  The evidence shows that biological males are not universally 

more athletically talented than cisgender females, and the implication of this policy that 

cisgender females cannot successfully compete against any biological male who is transgender is 

both insulting and inaccurate.  Thus, the infringement upon transgender students’ fundamental 

right to gender autonomy cannot be justified by the state’s claimed interest in athletic 

opportunity. 

As Petitioner is the moving party on the motion for summary judgment, all factual inferences 

reasonably drawn from the record must be interpreted in favor of the Respondent.  Anderson v. 

Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242 (1986).  However, there is no ambiguity in the record here.  

See Patterson v. Oneida, 375 F.3d 206, 218 (2d Cir. 2004).  Respondent has been abundantly 

clear about their justification for the Policy, and the justification is discriminatory to both 

cisgender and transgender female students.  (R. at 5.)  The Policy has a highly detrimental effect 

to transgender female students while having a minimal effect on the broad landscape of female 

athletics.  (R. at 4–5.)  The generalizations made about transgender female athletes in support of 

this policy are rooted in prejudice, not evidence.  See Palmore v. Sidoti, 466 U.S. 429, 433 

(1984) (“The Constitution cannot control such prejudices but neither can it tolerate them . . . the 
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law cannot, directly or indirectly, give them effect.”).  Therefore, the Policy violates the Due 

Process Clause, and this Court should reverse the Fourteenth Circuit’s decision.  
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